
Auto-Deletion Pro

Double Low-e Cutting Capacity without New Cutting Tables or Labor 

• Remove edge deletion from your cutting 
lines, potentially doubling cutting capacity without 
new cutting equipment.

• Fully automate edge deletion with less labor and 
better quality than doing it manually.

• Require zero additional labor or different routing. You 
can automatically edge delete with the same worker 
feeding the washer loading lites for Auto-Deletion 
Pro as fast as he can feed them. The system moves 
deleted lites to the washer.

• Increase capacity with a much smaller footprint than 
an additional cutting line.

• Get accurate and consistent quality.

Place small-footprint Auto-Deletion Pro 
in front of a horizontal washer and 
gain these advantages:

 POSSIBLE CONCEPT FOR OPTIGAS 

NON GED (SINGLE TRACK) LAYOUT 1 

 

Conveyor [1] is a castor ball conveyor with a 
pallet of pop-up driven belts, and a benching 
roller. It carries a datum guide bar shown as red 
wheels here,  aligned to the fixed X-axis deletion 
head. This datum bar can retract. 

Conveyor [2] is a 90 transfer conveyor with 
driven belts and rollers 

2 gantry bridges support 4 edge deletion heads. 
Two fixed and two moving. The moving heads, 
shown with red arrows, each carry a 
Seek&Find™ automatic glass size detection arm 
as used on Ashton automatic seaming lines. 

MODUS OPERANDI 

Glass is loaded on the castors of Conv.[1] and 
aligned to the red side datum wheels. The 
transpoer belts raise and drive it forward. The 
lite pauses while the automatic Seek&Find™ 
sets the moving deletion head into position, 
then the glass drives thru to transfer conv.[2] 
while the two x-axis deletion heads are 
activated. It then turns 90 degrees and drives 
thru the second pair of deletion heads in the 
same way, directly into the washer. 

Plain glass is loaded in exactly the same manner 
but with the deletion heads deactivated. 
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 CONCEPT FOR OPTIGAS 

EDGE DELETION ON GED LINES. 

Conveyor [1] is fitted with castor balls with a 
pallet of pop-up driven transport belts, and a 
benching roller. It carries a datum guide bar 
shown as red wheels here,  aligned to the 
fixed X-axis deletion head. 
Conveyor [2] is a 90 degree transfer conveyor 
with driven belts and rollers. The belts are 
mounted on the same lifting pallet, and share 
a common drive, as conv.[1] 
 
Two gantries carry 4 edge deletion heads. 
Two fixed and two moving. The moving 
heads, shown with red arrows, each carry a 
Seek&Find™ automatic glass size detection 
arm as used on Ashton automatic seaming 
lines, and glass edge guide wheels. 
 
MODUS OPERANDI 
Coated glass is loaded on the castors of 
Conv.[1] and aligned to the red side datum 
wheels. The pallet of transport belts lifts the 
glass off the castors and drive it forward. The 
lite pauses while automatic Seek&Find™ sets 
the moving deletion head into position, then 
the glass drives thru to transfer conv.[2] with 
the two x-axis deletion heads activated. It 
then squares against a fixed datum aligned to 
the second fixed deletion head, and drives 
thru the second pair of deletion heads as it 
heads in to the washer. 
 
Plain glass is loaded on a fixed table of ball 
castors and pushed in to the washer, totally 
independent of the deletion operation, to 
maximise output capacity. 

Cycle time for lites up to ca. 48” long needs to be max. 10 seconds per lite. Longer lites approx.15-20 seconds. 
Max glass 96” x 48”, but mostly < 48” x 48”.   Minimum glass size to be confirmed. The castor table for plain glass 
is slightly smaller to accommodate the gantry posts, but allows overlapping for largest lites. Working width of the 
washer is 96”. Washer speed to be confirmed, 10 seconds cycle time requires the washer to run at approx. 40 
feet per minute.                                                                                                 Copyright ASHTON INDUSTRIAL July 2018 
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INTEGRATED AUTOMATION SYSTEMS  
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With the IAS Auto-Deletion Pro system, you load coated lites to the 
right. They pass under a deletion bridge with automatic glass-size 
sensing, turn left and pass under the second deletion bridge and 
then into the right-hand side of the washer.

Clear lites are loaded to the left on a caster table and pushed onto 
the driven rolls of the left-hand side of the washer. Contact

Ryan McHugh  
330.954.3070 

ryan@optigas.com

IAS Auto-Deletion Pro

Auto-Deletion Pro Capacity Per Lite
Lites up to 48 x 48 inches: approximately 10 seconds.

Lites up to 48 x 96 inches: approximately 15 seconds.

Clear lites: equal to the above [controlled by operative].

Video and more photos
optigas.com/deletion
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